
The Value of Medical Imaging Research at the National Institutes of Health (NIH)  
including National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB)

The future of medicine lies in imaging and 
bioengineering.  Advances in imaging research 
lead to earlier diagnosis, less painful and less 
invasive procedures, improvements in patient 
care and cost savings.  

In 2000, Congress approved a dedicated Institute 
at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to advance 
the underlying technology of imaging devices. That 
institute is the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging 
and Bioengineering (NIBIB).  NIBIB brings together 
radiologists, physiologists, engineers, computer 
scientists, physicists, chemists and many others, creating 
a crossroads community of scientists and radiologists 
that are changing the way medicine is practiced. Today, 
basic discoveries in technology development are being 
implemented by physicians all over the country, bringing 
the technology of tomorrow to meet the health care 
needs of today. Imaging technologies are increasingly 
becoming a necessary tool of scientists in other 
disciplines such as heart disease, cancer, Alzheimer’s, 
Parkinson’s mental health, arthritis and numerous 
advances. Imaging technologies are increasingly giving 
researchers in other areas of science game-changing new 
tools to tackle the diseases they study. 

Support the Role of radiology in supporting biomedical 
innovation, treatment and healthcare outcomes

Imaging research saves lives and improves care by giving 
patients, physicians and researchers the tools necessary 
for the early detection, accurate diagnosis and effective 
treatment of disease. Imaging’s strong multidisciplinary 
make-up, technology-forward approach and data 
intensive outputs make it similar to genomics, therapeutic 
development and molecular science in its ability to 
rapidly advance treatment efforts. The critical research 
efforts conducted at and coordinated by the NIH and 
NIBIB are central in reestablishing the United States as the 
global leader in biomedical research.  

Supporting biomedical research and innovation at the 
National Institutes of Health and the National Institute of 
Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB) will not 
only impact public health, but also result in economic 
growth including patents that generate jobs and 
technological advances. While the budget has never been 
tighter, scientific opportunities have never been greater.  

The Academy of Radiology Research supports a return 
to a predictable and robust NIH funding growth and 
to added financial investment in biomedical research 
and innovation. The Academy supports no less than 
$34.5B in funding for the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) and $364M in funding for the National Institute of 
Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB).

If you are interested in more information or need guidance 
for next steps, contact Maria Spencer, VP of Public Policy. 
Email mspencer@acadrad.org or call 202.347.5873.
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Examples of Imaging Research and Patient Care 

PET-CT is a nuclear medicine modality that many  
cancer patients may have familiarity. Researchers 
are on the verge of helping diagnose conditions like 
Alzheimer’s, but are helping identify promising thera-
peutics in real-time, greatly shortening clinical trials.

Stroke imaging protocols give emergency room 
doctors accurate information about the nature and 
location of a stroke allowing them to choose clot-
busting drugs or surgery.

Imaging scientists are exploring smaller point-of-care 
imaging devices such as mobile MRI units that can be 
used in military or athletic settings in cases of head injury.

The National Lung Screening Trials (NLST), funded by 
the NIH found that low-dose lung cancer screenings 
for former smokers could reduce mortality by 20%.

The Digital Mammography Screening Trials (DMST) trial 
funded by NIH shows that digital mammograms are 
better in subpopulations of women.
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